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Abstract
Effective networks of marine protected areas (MPAs) are explicitly recognized and called for in international biodiversity conservation strategies such as the Aichi Targets. While various indicators have been proposed to assess effectiveness of individual MPAs, no comprehensive set of indicators exists for MPA networks, particularly for Aichi Target 11. The qualitative elements of this target recognize the value of social, economic, governance, and ecological factors in achieving effective biodiversity conservation. Here, we used a systematic literature review to identify indicators of MPA network effectiveness. We reviewed 64 publications, identifying 48 indicators that could be aligned with the qualitative elements. Results showed that assessments of MPA network effectiveness predominantly focused on effective management while neglecting equitable management and integration into the wider land and seascape. Indicators tended to focus on ecological characteristics, overlooking social, economic, and governance dimensions. Key challenges in addressing these gaps include identifying conflicting priorities and objectives in adjacent marine and land areas that interfere with cooperation and knowledge sharing, and ensuring diverse areas with distinct social and ecological contexts are considered. This study provides the first review of indicators for assessing MPA networks and adds to the literature assessing whether current and future targets can be met.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

The protection of global marine and coastal ecosystems has garnered increased scientific and political interest in the last decade, driven by international targets such as the Convention on Biological Diversity’s (CBD) Aichi Target 11 (Sala et al., 2018). Aichi Target 11 calls for “… at least 17 per cent of terrestrial and inland water areas, and
10 per cent of coastal and marine areas of particular importance for biodiversity and ecosystem services [to be conserved through] effectively and equitably managed, ecologically representative, well-connected systems of protected areas and other effective area-based conservation measures, and integrated into the wider landscape and seascape” (CBD 2011). The amount of area each country sets aside for terrestrial protected areas and marine protected areas (MPAs) is the principal indicator for determining effectiveness of this approach (Adams, Iacona, & Possingham, 2019; Gannon et al., 2017). While focusing on the area alone makes it more straightforward to assess and may help bolster political will, such a simple measure falls short as a proxy for protected area effectiveness (Claudet et al., 2020; Coad et al., 2019; DeSanto, 2013; Zupan et al., 2018).

The six qualitative elements of Aichi Target 11 (hereafter *qualitative elements*; “areas of importance for biodiversity conservation and ecosystem services,” “ecological connectivity,” “equitable management,” “effective management,” “integration into the wider land and seascape,” and “ecological representation”) are designed to ensure that established protected areas are effective beyond consideration of the quantitative target by providing a conceptualization of how MPA networks should attain biodiversity conservation (Geldmann et al., 2020; Rees, Foster, Langmead, Pittman, & Johnson, 2018).

Aichi Target 11 contributes to a growing awareness that conservation strategies need to move beyond protecting individual, isolated areas (Adams et al., 2019; CBD 2011). This is particularly relevant for marine systems, which is the focus of this research. MPAs are established to safeguard threatened marine ecosystems and species from destructive human activity (CBD 2011). A collection of individual MPAs intentionally arranged into an organized group is considered an MPA network. MPAs within a network thereby operate in a cooperative and synergistic manner (IUCN-WCPA 2008). As a result, an MPA network is thought to be more than the sum of its parts (Gorud-Colvert et al., 2014). MPA networks are essential biodiversity conservation tools designed to improve marine biodiversity protection by encompassing spatial scales that better reflect species’ life history distributions (Green et al., 2007). They can help mitigate the impact of climate change through the application of network design elements such as replication, representation, and connectivity (McLeod, Salm, Green, & Almany, 2009). MPA networks may also enable cost sharing and collaboration among communities and conflict relief in high-use areas (White, Alino, & Meneses, 2005). Aichi Target 11 also promotes conservation beyond boundaries by recognizing the crucial role of governance, economic, social, and ecological factors working in concert to influence ecological outcomes (Gill et al., 2017; Hill, Johnson, & Adamowski, 2016; Yates, Clarke, & Thurston, 2019). Implementing effective MPA networks requires careful consideration of these factors, also known as dimensions that underlie the social and ecological links within the ecosystem (McGinnis & Ostrom 2014). Therefore, here, we define effectiveness as the degree to which MPA networks demonstrate characteristics related to the six Aichi Target 11 qualitative elements (Gannon et al., 2017; Woodley et al., 2012).

Monitoring and evaluation are important steps in deciphering whether a conservation approach is reaching its objective(s) (Conservation Measures Partnership 2013; Heink & Kowarik 2010). This process makes use of indicators to track progress of the project and understand the impacts of the intervention and whether objectives are being attained (Conservation Measures Partnership 2013). An indicator is a variable used to describe or measure the status of a particular characteristic of a system over time, such as change in abundance of a species (Hocking et al., 2006; Pomeroy, Parks, & Watson, 2004; Woodcock et al., 2017). Evaluations of MPA effectiveness exist for a range of objectives, from effectiveness of community management on livelihoods, fisheries, or agricultural practices to the benefits provided by MPAs for ecosystem health and biodiversity (Coad et al., 2013). Evaluating the effectiveness of MPA networks will require assessing individual MPA contributions, as well as those specifically associated with MPA networks. For instance, the well-established ecological benefits of individual (fully protected) MPAs (Lester & Halpern 2008; Sala & Giakoumi 2017) and the factors such as size, age, socioeconomics, and governance that influence effectiveness across various scales (Charles & Wilson 2008; Claudet et al., 2008; Mizrahi, Diedrich, Weeks, & Pressey, 2018) have been validated in MPA networks (Gorud-Colvert et al., 2014; Lowry, White, & Christie, 2009). As such, individual MPAs may provide relevant insights for MPA networks (IUCN-WCPA 2008).

While many studies proposed indicators that can help assess the effectiveness of individual MPAs (Woodcock et al., 2017), indicators for measuring network-specific elements (e.g., connectivity, representativeness) are infrequently used in practice (see Gannon et al., 2017), (Geldmann et al., 2020). Furthermore, a synthesis of indicators that can be used for evaluating effectiveness of MPA networks in achieving Aichi Target 11 (e.g., equity, land–sea integration) is still needed (Geldmann et al., 2020). Here, we draw upon several existing MPA evaluation frameworks to organize indicators and ensure a practical connection to existing evaluation initiatives (Gannon et al., 2017; Leverington, Costa, Pavese, Lisle, & Hockings, 2010; Pomeroy et al., 2004). These frameworks were developed over time, in consultation with global participants; as such, they provide a context and structure for indicator organization. Furthermore, these frameworks apply
guidance for assessing management effectiveness, which details six management stages that outline the iterative process inherent in effective protected area management (Hockings et al., 2006). Finally, the frameworks provide a categorization of indicators based on the social, ecological, economic, and governance dimensions previously discussed.

The purpose of our literature review was to identify existing indicators from the MPA network evaluation literature, then characterize the use of these indicators in evaluating MPA network effectiveness toward achieving Target 11. MPA networks are multifaceted, and demonstrate complex social and ecological relationships influencing, and being influenced by, these conservation measures (Corrigan, Robinson, Burgess, Kingston, & Hockings, 2017; Rees et al., 2018). We explored how indicators are used to measure each qualitative element, including the dimensions (social, ecological, economic, and governance) and six management stages (context, planning, process, input, output, and outcome) they are associated with. We identified the gaps in the types of indicators used to evaluate MPA networks and their diversity and distribution in evaluating the qualitative elements. The gaps identified through this review will enable further inquiry into the best approach to evaluate networks of MPAs.

2 | METHODS

We conducted a systematic literature review to identify indicators used to assess MPA network effectiveness in achieving the qualitative elements (Moher et al., 2009). We searched peer-reviewed publications using Web of Science core collection database (1900 to April 2019) and Elsevier's Scopus database (1995 to April 2019) (see Table S1 for the search terms used). In addition, we used the citation tracing method (i.e., reviewing citations within selected publications) to add relevant publications that were not captured in the original literature search. For all selected publications, we reviewed titles and abstracts to ensure that studies evaluated or discussed the effectiveness of some aspect of an MPA network or system of MPAs. To avoid the introduction of subjective error through interpretation, we accepted what each study identified as an MPA network, not further evaluating whether it fit our definition.

Publications that discussed MPA network design or the status of an area prior to MPA network implementation were excluded (Figure 1) as we wanted studies that specifically assessed the network after implementation. We coded each of the final publications selected for (1) geographic location of the study, (2) one or more of the six Aichi Target II qualitative elements evaluated (Table 1, Figure 2), (3) one or more of the dimensions covered by the research.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aichi Target 11 qualitative element</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Areas of particular importance for biodiversity and ecosystem services (areas of importance)</td>
<td>Areas of importance are considered “geographically or oceanographically discrete areas that provide important [biodiversity and ecosystem] services to one or more species/populations of an ecosystem or to the ecosystem as a whole, compared to other surrounding areas or areas of similar ecological characteristics, or otherwise meet the criteria as identified in annex I to decision IX/20” (CBD 2008).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effectively managed</td>
<td>Effective management describes the extent to which management achieves goals and objectives designated for a particular area (Hockings et al., 2006). This includes design issues relating to both individual sites and protected area systems; adequacy and appropriateness of management systems and processes; effective public participation and social policy processes, and delivery of protected area objectives (Woodley et al., 2012).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equitably managed (equity)</td>
<td>Equitable management highlights the impact and benefit of conservation actions on human well-being and social systems, including the fair distribution of economic benefits and livelihood opportunities (distributional equity); the process for involvement and inclusion of stakeholders in planning, implementing, and administering (procedural equity); and the process of acknowledging and accepting the legitimacy of rights, values, interests, and priorities of different actors and respecting their human dignity (recognitional equity) (Juffe-Bignoli et al. 2014; Schreckenberg et al., 2016).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecologically representative (representative)</td>
<td>Representativeness is considered the inclusion of areas that represent the entire suite of “different biogeographical subdivisions of the global oceans and regional seas that reasonably reflect the full range of ecosystems, including the biotic and habitat diversity of these marine ecosystems” (CBD 2008). Representative includes the element of replication to ensure risk is minimized in the event of unforeseen or catastrophic events (Rees et al., 2018).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Well-connected (connectivity)</td>
<td>Connectivity in relation to MPA networks concerns the “linkages whereby protected sites benefit from larval and/or species exchanges, and functional linkages from other network sites” (CBD 2008).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated into wider landscape and seascape (integrated)</td>
<td>In recognition that protected areas cannot work in isolation, this element identifies the importance of integrating MPAs with other conservation and management tools, such as fisheries management or land use plans for land-based sources of pollution. Other considerations for this element include potential cumulative impacts stemming from climate change, ocean acidification, ocean noise, and pollution (Juffe-Bignoli et al. 2014; Rees et al., 2018).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

( ecological, social, economic, or governance, Table 2 ), (4) the stages being evaluated in the process of effective management (i.e., context, planning, inputs, process, and outputs) as proposed in Hockings et al., (6) framework for the assessment of protected area management effectiveness, and (5) the variable(s) used to evaluate each element of the MPA network. Finally, (6) we hierarchically organized each variable into an indicator, noting that some variables were already indicators.

We consider a variable as a factor, trait, or condition that noticeably responds to a management action and can therefore be used to measure the effect of that action. Although variables may or may not be explicitly identified as such in the publications, we considered each measurement of a qualitative element as a variable (Pelletier et al., 2005). The distribution of pink sea fans in southwest U.K. waters (Pikesley et al., 2016), for example, is considered a variable for assessing MPA network connectivity. We hierarchically classified each site-specific variable into indicators to reduce redundancy of site-specific variables and match indicators at a similar scale of measurement (Leverington et al., 2010). The variable “distribution of pink sea fans,” for example, was organized into the indicator “species distribution” (see Table S2 for categorization). This hierarchical classification was based on existing frameworks designed to assess individual MPAs (Leverington et al., 2010; Pomeroy et al., 2004) and MPA networks (Gannon et al., 2017).

We counted the number of times each element was assessed, the indicators used to assess it, and the dimensions and management stages associated with each indicator. Finally, we identified gaps in indicators used in the literature (to date) by evaluating the composition of the indicators, specifically the dimensions and management
Organizational structure of the decision-making process. Papers were first coded for the Aichi Target 11 qualitative elements they evaluated, then each paper was assigned to one or more dimensions in which the research was associated and to a management stage based on where in the process of MPA network management and implementation the research was taking place (following Hockings et al., 2006). The factor(s) that were used to measure change were identified as variables. The variables were then hierarchically assigned to indicators based on Leverington et al. (2010), Pomeroy et al. (2004), and Gannon et al. (2017).

To support our general findings on the suite of indicators and to help highlight gaps in how indicators are used to measure effectiveness, we calculated Shannon ($H'$) diversity and evenness ($E$). These metrics are commonly used in community ecology to characterize species diversity, which we adapted to look at the diversity of indicators across qualitative elements. Shannon diversity incorporates total number and distribution of individuals and is sensitive to rare species, which is necessary to capture the rare presence of indicators for some dimensions. To calculate Shannon’s diversity, we used the formula:

$$H' = -\sum_{i} n_i / N \times \ln(n_i / N),$$

where $n_i$ is the number of indicators used to evaluate each individual quantitative element $i$ and where $N$ is the total number of indicators used across all qualitative elements. A high diversity score means that many different indicators are used to evaluate a specific qualitative element, while a low score means that one or a few indicators are used to evaluate an element. We also calculated Shannon evenness ($E$) to quantify the distribution of indicators used to measure each qualitative element, as $E = H' / \ln(S)$, where $S$ refers to the indicator richness, the number of different indicators used to measure a qualitative element (Verberk, 2011). A higher evenness score indicates that a given qualitative element is assessed by a wide variety of indicators, with no indicator dominating the evaluations. A low evenness score means that few (or one) indicators are used predominantly to evaluate this element. These matrices show how the indicators were
Table 2: Description of the terminology used in this paper

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>An observed (quantifiable) factor, trait, or condition that responds to a local change such as implementation of a management action (Pelletier et al., 2005).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indicator</td>
<td>An indicator is a suite of one or more qualitative or quantitative variables (social, environmental, etc.) used to measure the status or change over time of a particular characteristic of interest in an ecosystem (Pomeroy et al., 2004).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Dimension       | Dimensions are the ecological, governance, social, and economic factors inherent in social–ecological systems that influence and are influenced by a management action (Pomeroy et al., 2004).  
  • The ecological dimension is important to understand the state of the system, the species or habitats of interest so that an intervention can proceed in an appropriate manner suitable to the needs of the species.  
  • The governance dimension includes aspects that help maintain or influence legislation, management, and decision making.  
  • The social dimension includes aspects of compliance, perceptions, and participation and engagement in resource management.  
  • The economic dimension includes financial resources and capital necessary to implement and achieve conservation initiatives. |
| Management stage| Six management stages are considered important in the progress toward effective management of MPAs. They outline an adaptive process inherent in effective protected areas (context, planning, process, input, output, and outcome) design, implementation, and management (Hockings et al., 2006).  
  • Context refers to the underlying conditions associated with a protected area, including status and threats, and target species; the needs, abilities, and desires of the stakeholders.  
  • Planning refers to establishing a clear objective, and issues of design, including preferred strategies or approaches to achieve the objective(s).  
  • Input refers to the resources (financial, personnel, material) needed for the project to come to fruition.  
  • Process relates to how the actions undertaken to achieve results—the adequacy of approaches in relation to the management objectives.  
  • Output pertains to the goods and services produced to realize the MPA objectives.  
  • Outcome relates to the highest level of results in relation to long-term objectives—fully achieving Aichi Target 11. |

Distributed across each Aichi Target 11 qualitative element. All analyses and figures, unless specified otherwise, were done using R (R core team 2019) with package vegan 2.5-6 (Oksanen et al., 2019) and ggplot2 version 2_3.3.2 (Wickham, 2016).

3 RESULTS

Our review identified 64 papers that discussed the effectiveness of an MPA network or system of MPAs in reaching one or more qualitative elements. Our analysis of those papers identified 223 variables, organized into 48 headline indicators that can help assess the effectiveness of MPA networks in achieving Aichi Target 11 qualitative elements. Each indicator identified from the literature matches one or more qualitative elements. We found an uneven distribution in the assessment of Aichi Target 11 qualitative elements in the literature. MPA networks were predominantly evaluated for management effectiveness. Ecological indicators identified in our study are closely aligned with those of individual MPAs (Leverington et al., 2010; Pomeroy et al., 2004) and with indicators previously identified for MPA networks (Gannon et al., 2019). Publications reviewed focused on 34 MPA networks from 15 countries (Figure 3, Table S3), and four regions including the Mediterranean Sea (n = 5), Northeast Atlantic (n = 2), Western Pacific (n = 1), Persian/Arabian Gulf (n = 1), and three studies located in an area beyond national jurisdiction (ABNJ), the OSPAR network. Several studies were global in scope (n = 5). We found that MPA networks in Australia were assessed most often (n = 14), followed by the United States (n = 11) (Figure 3). Several networks were assessed multiple times by various researchers, including the Great Barrier Reef and the Hawaiian MPA networks (see Table S3 for the list).
FIGURE 3 Exclusive economic zones (EEZs) of countries and regions that have MPA networks evaluated in our literature review. Color grades represent the number of times an MPA network was studied in the countries associated with the EEZ; OSPAR area beyond national jurisdiction (ABNJ) is also depicted, having been assessed once.

3.1 | Aichi Target 11 qualitative elements

“Effective management” was the qualitative element assessed most thoroughly. This element was assessed 153 times, 69% of all indicators identified were used to evaluate this element (Figure 4). Indicators used to evaluate effective management were associated with all dimensions and all management stages though disproportionately assessed ecological and governance dimensions (48% and 40%, respectively) over social and economic dimensions (7% and 5%, respectively; Figure 5). Output and process-associated indicators made up half of indicators used in evaluating effective management (31% and 21%, respectively), while outcome, context, planning, and input made up the remainder (16%, 14%, 10%, and 8%, respectively, Figure 5).

Evaluations of “Equitable management” were limited. “Equitable management” was evaluated twice, with two indicators (Figure 4). The indicators were used to assess the social and governance dimensions of this element (Figure 5), with a focus on the context and outcome stages of management (Figure 5). The social indicator “Perception of MPA effects on livelihood” measured the context of fishers’ satisfaction with the process of implementing an MPA network (distributional equity). The governance indicator “Level of stakeholder support and satisfaction in...
management” assessed perceptions of stakeholders about the effect of MPA network implementation in California (recognitional equity) (Figure 6, Table S2). Indicators used to assess procedural equity and other aspects, such as equitable distribution of benefits, human well-being were missing in this review.

“Areas of importance for biodiversity conservation” was assessed 10 times using five indicators (Figure 4). All of the indicators were used to assess the ecological dimension of this element (Figure 5). These indicators also most commonly focused on outputs (80% of the indicators for this element; Figure 5) to evaluate effectiveness of MPAs in covering key species and biodiversity areas. Indicators measured ecological outcomes (10%) for species’ richness in areas of importance covered by an MPA. Indicators measuring ecological context (10%) focused on distribution patterns of focal species in order to make decisions on appropriateness of spatial arrangements (Péron et al., 2013).

“Ecological connectivity” was evaluated 19 times. All five indicators used to evaluate this element focused in the ecological dimension (Figure 5). Output (53%), context (37%), and outcome (11%) were the management stages evaluated (Figure 5). Ecological connectivity indicators focused on species and habitat distribution and dispersal, and spatial arrangement of protected areas in a network (Figure 6; Table S2).
“Ecological representation” was assessed 36 times using four indicators (Figure 4). These indicators were used to measure output (67%), outcome (17%), and context (17%) stages of implementation solely within the ecological dimension (Figure 5). The indicator “Number of replicate habitats” was not previously associated with indicators from existing frameworks. This indicator was used to evaluate the effectiveness of a representative system in minimizing risk of negative impacts (Fernandes et al., 2005).

“Integration into the wider landscape and seascape” was assessed three times (Figure 4). One ecological indicator was used to evaluate the influence of terrestrial sediments on an MPA. Two governance indicators were used to measure planning and process stages of integrated and transboundary management (Figure 6; Table S2), “Level of regional cooperation and coordination” and “Existence of integrated management measures in management plans.”

The indicators used to evaluate integration were not identified in existing frameworks. Indicators used to assess integrated practices regarding the land–sea connection, and those to assess social aspects of integration such as community cohesion or knowledge sharing are largely missing.

### 3.2 Indicator dimensions and management stages

Indicators were primarily associated with ecological and governance dimensions (20 and 19 indicators, respectively), while indicators associated with economic and social dimensions were more limited (four and five indicators, respectively; Figure 6). Outputs and outcomes were predominantly evaluated with ecological indicators. Input was the management stage assessed the least and only...
evaluated in terms of governance and economics of effective management. Ecological indicators were used to assess context, output, and outcome stages of five of the six Aichi Target 11 qualitative elements (Figure 6). Governance indicators were also used in the evaluation of five of the six management stages. Social indicators were used to assess context, input, process, and output stages of effective management and equitable management, while economic indicators were used to assess context, input, and output stages of effective management.

### 3.3 Indicator diversity

Results from measuring diversity of each suite of indicators that represent an Aichi Target element (Table 3) allowed us to quantify how the indicators were distributed across each qualitative element (Table 3, Figure 7). Shannon diversity ($H$) confirmed that “effective management,” which was evaluated the most, had the greatest abundance and largest diversity of indicators ($H = 3.29$). In contrast, “equitable management” was evaluated the least and had the lowest diversity of indicators ($H = 0.69$). Diversity of indicators used to assess “representativeness” was also low ($H = 0.85$; Table 3). Diversity of indicators used to assess “connectivity,” “‘areas of importance,” and “integration” were moderate with respect to the suite of indicators used to evaluate the qualitative elements ($H = 1.49, 1.42,$ and $1.10$, respectively). Evenness scores range between 0.6 and 1. The small sample sizes, however, reduces the reliability of these findings.

### 3.4 Unique indicators

Several studies used indicators not yet recognized in the MPA evaluation frameworks we used (Gannon et al., 2019; Leverington et al., 2010; Pomeroy et al., 2004). Three of these indicators relate to the element of integration: “Existence of integrated management measures,” “Level of regional cooperation and coordination,” and “Level of terrestrial sediment influence.” One indicator relates to ecological representation: the “Number of replicate species or habitats” and one relates to the social dimension of effective management: “Level of compliance.” “Level of compliance” was used three times to assess the influence of MPA networks on changing levels of compliance and poaching and, conversely how levels of compliance influence effectiveness of MPA networks. Finally, 18 indicators used in the referenced frameworks were not mentioned in the literature we reviewed (see Table S5). These missing indicators include community social, cultural, economic, and governance indicators as well as indicators measuring ecosystem services.

### 3.5 Leading indicators

The indicators most commonly used could form the basis of a core suite of indicators to evaluate MPA networks effectiveness (Table 4). Chief among these was “Coverage of ecoregions” used 23 times to evaluate representativeness. Another indicator for representativeness that was used more often than others was “Proportion of species distributions covered by MPAs” (Table 4). “Focal species abundance” and “Focal species population structure” were the principal indicators for effective management (used 15 and 13 times, respectively), followed by “Area under no or reduced impact” and “Extent and severity of threats” (used 10 and 11 times, respectively). Principal connectivity indicators include “Species distribution,” “Size and spatial arrangement of PAs,” and “Species dispersal” (used 6, 5, and 4 times, respectively). “Coverage of species richness hotspots” and “Coverage of Key Biodiversity areas” were the principal indicators for areas of importance, used four and three times each, respectively. Indicators for equitable management and integration were limited, each used once (Table 4).

### 4 DISCUSSION

Despite the recent progress in designing and implementing MPA networks (Gannon et al., 2019), marine
ecosystem health continues to decline (IPBES, 2019). Assessing whether MPA networks are effective tools for biodiversity conservation is of fundamental importance to help guide future conservation strategies (Grorud-Colvert et al., 2014). In addition to the 10% areal target, the qualitative elements of Aichi Target 11 provide guidance on how to safeguard marine biodiversity and ecosystem services. These qualitative elements shift the narrative of conservation success from an ecological focus toward the incorporation of human dimensions by acknowledging the relationship between the protection of biodiversity and human well-being (Adams et al., 2019; Corrigan et al., 2017; Rees et al., 2018). Our review of peer-reviewed publications found strong evidence of an uneven evaluation of effectiveness across the qualitative elements, with many MPA network evaluations not addressing most elements. While we should not expect an even distribution of indicators across those elements, focus on the assessment of one element raises the risk of MPA networks not meeting their expected goals. Such narrow focus may also distract from recognizing politically motivated implementation or infringements to social justice, which lead to distrust, conflict, and viola-
TABLE 4  Leading indicators for each qualitative element identified from this review

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Qualitative element</th>
<th>Indicators</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Equitable management</td>
<td>Level of stakeholder support and satisfaction in management</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perception MPA effects on livelihood</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated</td>
<td>Existence of integrated management measures in management plans</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Level of regional cooperation and coordination</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Terrestrial sediment influence</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Areas of importance</td>
<td>Coverage of key biodiversity areas</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coverage of species richness hotspots</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Well connected</td>
<td>Size and spatial arrangement of PAs</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Species distribution</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Species dispersal</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Representative</td>
<td>Coverage of ecoregions</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Proportion of species distributions covered by MPAs</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective management</td>
<td>Focal species abundance</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Focal species population structure</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Extent and severity of threats</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Area under no or reduced impact</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

tions (Dehens & Fanning 2018; DeSanto, 2013), and other unintended consequences (Geldmann et al., 2020; Weeks et al., 2014).

In our study, we found effective management as being the most wholly assessed qualitative element (Figure 6). Indeed, effective management has generally become the most evaluated qualitative element in conservation (Pelletier, 2011), for which there are numerous frameworks used throughout the world (Leverington et al., 2010). Effective management provides a means to encourage transparency and accountability (Pelletier, 2011), and can help reduce the risk of creating “paper parks” (Di Minin & Toivonen 2017; Gill et al., 2017). However, an area that is effectively managed may not be effective at conserving biodiversity if, for example, it has limited biological significance to start with (Devillers et al., 2015). Ineffectiveness could also come about if the individual components are not connected to one another in a functionally coherent manner (Woodley et al., 2012), are biologically connected to areas with conflicting objectives (Mackelworth et al., 2019), or lack adequate personnel or financial capacity to ensure goals and objectives are able to be met into the future (Coad et al., 2015).

4.1 | Gaps and challenges

We showed here that while evaluations of management effectiveness are complex and contain a myriad of indicators, they still poorly incorporate the social and economic dimensions (see Figure 6). Missing these factors may enhance the risks of creating MPA networks that generally underperform relative to their promise (Di Minin & Toivonen 2017). In working toward the post-2020 agenda, the conservation community will benefit from knowing how MPA networks are being measured toward this (holistic) target. Our review found that indicators used to evaluate input and planning toward MPA network implementation are limited. Input-related indicators reflect capacity, including personnel and funding for management. Planning-related indicators reflect how the mechanisms to achieve management occurs (Hockings et al., 6), such as design, and legislation or policy that enable the process to move forward in a clear and transparent manner. Appropriate input and planning–related indicators are imperative to successful conservation initiatives.

Effective management will also benefit from improved economic and social indicators (see Figure 5). Indeed shortage in capacity and financial resources have been identified as critical impediments to attaining the post-2020 conservation goals (Coad et al., 2015; Gill et al., 2017). We found four indicators evaluating economic factors among MPA networks covering a range of spatial scales, however just one evaluated the adequacy of funding to implement a national system of MPAs (Gerhardinger, Godoy, Jones, Sales, & Ferreira, 2011). Evaluations considering both market and non-market values need to be mainstreamed into MPA network effectiveness evaluations (Davis, Vianna, Meeuwig, Meekan, & Pannell, 2019). Furthermore, while social dimensions such as well-being, equity, cultural contexts, and indigenous engagement are
enjoying increased attention, means to measure the impact of MPA networks on these elements and their influence on MPA success are yet underrepresented (Corrigan et al., 2017). Incorporating these dimensions onto a cohesive monitoring and evaluation framework, albeit daunting, will be necessary to achieve a post-2020 agenda (Addison et al., 2018).

Equitable management has been receiving increased attention (Hill et al., 2016; Law et al., 2018; Rees et al., 2018) including the development of indicators to evaluate this element (Campbell & Gray 2018; Moreaux, Zafra-Calvo, Vansteelant, Wicander, & Burgess, 2018; Schreckenberg, Franks, Martin, & Lang, 2016; Zafra-calvo et al., 2017). We, however, found only two evaluations of equity. These two instances focused on procedural and recognition equity of stakeholder support and participation in conservation actions (see Table 1 for definitions). The indicator of recognition “Level of stakeholder support and satisfaction in management” does not specifically address potential discrimination, inclusion, and respect for human rights, as equity frameworks would suggest (Schreckenberg et al., 2016). The other indicator used to assess distributional equity in MPA networks, “Perception of MPA effects on livelihood,” assessed the perception of MPA effects on livelihood, but not the sharing of benefits among actors, or mitigation of potential impacts as called for in equity frameworks (Franks & Small 2016; Schreckenberg et al., 2016). Our results corroborate those of Moreaux et al. (2018) who found that the existing assessment tools cannot adequately evaluate equity in protected areas as they do not capture the complex underlying relationships fundamental to this element. Evaluation of equity is resource intensive and cumbersome, and often results cannot be comparable across sites within a network (Moreaux et al., 2018).

It is well known that protected areas managed in isolation without consideration of issues happening in surrounding areas such as pollution, habitat destruction, and overfishing reduces success of the protected area (Agardy, Davis, & Sherwood, 2011). There has been a surge in funding allocated to integrating and mainstreaming protected areas with agricultural sectors (Bacon et al., 2019). The increased commitments by countries toward this element have been met with major limitations (Maxwell et al., 2020). Conflicting priorities, contradictory objectives, and competing interests across different sectors and adjacent regions (Álvarez-Romero et al., 2011; Gannon et al., 2019) as well as the lack of indicators for assessing the integration of protected areas into the wider landscape and seascape challenge the realization of this element (Bacon et al., 2019). We identified three indicators used to evaluate integration (Figure 6). These unique indicators focused on governance and land–sea interactions, yet they did not consider measures of integrated practices, community cohesion, knowledge sharing, or distribution of land-based impacts (Jupiter et al., 2017; Partelow, von Wehrden, & Horn, 2015).

Another challenge is identifying a suite of indicators that addresses areas of particular importance for ecosystem services. We identified several indicators that captured aspects of areas of importance for biodiversity conservation, while indicators used to evaluate ecosystem services were absent from the literature we reviewed. The gap in assessments may be due to the lack of a generally accepted approach to measure the suite of services provided by an ecosystem (Gannon et al., 2019). Many ecosystem services do not have a comprehensive suite of indicators to measure them. Indicators that do exist are often inadequate to fully represent the complexity of benefits provided to, and used by, society (Brown et al., 2014; McMichael et al., 2005), especially in the marine realm (Townsend et al. 2018).

We identified several leading indicators used to evaluate MPA networks, but recognize that these are unlikely to be comprehensive and will require further refinement. We recognize the indicators missing or underrepresented in this review (Table S5) may characterize fundamental components of terrestrial protected area and MPA networks and hence help assess whether or not these networks are meeting their objectives. In particular, recent initiatives identifying indicators for equitable management (Zafra-calvo et al., 2017) and integration (Bacon et al., 2019) will help identify priority indicators for evaluation of MPA networks against the qualitative elements (Geldmann et al., 2020). Our findings can also be complemented in the future by using other sources, such as gray literature (e.g., technical reports), local management plans, regional strategies, national action plans, and expert opinions, to identify and categorize a core suite of headline indicators to evaluate MPA networks effectiveness.

### 4.2 General implications and future work

Our study adds to the growing literature looking at MPA networks effectiveness. Other reviews of MPA networks have focused on site-specific objectives (Davis, Naumann, McFarland, Graf, & Evans, 2014; Sciberras, Rodríguez-Rodriguez, Ponge, & Jackson, 2013) or on planning and design (Abesamis, Corrigan, Drew, Campbell, & Samonte, 2006). Evaluating effectiveness in the way we did has both advantages and limitations. Each qualitative element was treated independently, allowing for targeted evaluation of progress and may provide insight into the individual contributions of these elements to the whole. In reality, the qualitative elements should work interdepen-
dently to successfully conserve biodiversity. The complex and dynamic relationships inherent in protected area networks warrants a holistic, system-level approach to fully appreciate the interactions between the various elements that influence success (Mahajan et al., 2019; Marshall et al., 2016). Assessing the independent and combined contributions of each element and their associated dimensions as a system will have implications for both management and policy. Future work will also benefit from resolving the geographic imbalance in MPA networks identified for this review. Including the management stages that indicators are associated with helps to identify the underlying mechanisms of effectiveness—how and why an MPA network is effective. Knowing the management stages associated with indicators can provide insight to identify entry points for targeted interventions, thereby improving successful outcomes for future iterations of the intervention. This adaptive approach is essential to ensure MPA networks are delivering successful conservation outcomes (Geldmann et al., 2020; Hockings et al., 2018). The various perspectives regarding ecological and social contexts, and matters of governance from different geographic provinces will ultimately provide insight into the factors that influence MPA network success (Di Marco et al., 2017; Venter et al., 2018). Indicators missing or underrepresented in this review (Table S5) may characterize fundamental components of MPA networks and hence help assess whether or not these networks are meeting their objectives. Our findings could be complemented in the future by using other sources, such as the gray literature (e.g., technical reports), local management plans, regional strategies, national action plans, or expert opinions. Indeed countries appear to be shifting away from quantitative areal commitments in favor of the qualitative elements (Adams et al., 2019; Bacon et al., 2019), which acknowledges the relationship between the protection of biodiversity and human well-being (Rees et al., 2018). This is likely to come through implementation and integration of other effective area-based conservation measures (OECMs; CBD 2018). While we did not include OECMs in this review. We note the importance of these measures for conservation, particularly with respect to governance and social dimensions in attaining an effective, representative, and equitable global protected area estate (Bacon et al., 2019; Corrigan et al., 2017).

5 | CONCLUSION

It is not surprising that ecological outputs are most often assessed to determine MPA network effectiveness since MPAs are meant to protect biodiversity and ecological processes. However, achieving ecological outcomes often depends on an array of social, economic, and governance factors (Ban et al., 2019; Brueckner-Irwin, Armitage, & Courteney, 2019; Yates et al., 2019). Evaluating these factors may help understand root causes of stakeholder cooperation and acceptance, and improve concerns of legitimacy (Dehens & Fanning 2018) and equitable sharing of benefits (Franks & Small 2016; White et al., 2005). Indeed, linked social and ecological dynamics were recognized as influencing conservation effectiveness in some of the literature reviewed (Van Lavieren, Klaus, Lavieren, & Klaus, 2013).

Our review highlighted an imbalance in the assessment of protected areas’ effectiveness in conserving and protecting areas of high biodiversity importance in a sustainable manner. Here, we provided, to the best of our knowledge, the first systematic review of indicators used to assess MPA networks. This is a first step toward providing guidance for assessing MPA networks on a global scale. We found that current assessments of MPA networks are largely built on assessments used for individual MPAs. This is perhaps unsurprising as individual MPAs contribute to MPA networks and MPA network assessments have developed from the assessment of individual MPAs. However, MPA networks were envisioned to recognize the larger systems in which individual MPAs exist. This may require assessment criteria that includes structure for interacting systems that does not treat MPA networks as a form of individual MPAs or a collection of independent MPAs. Our results indicate that the monitoring and evaluation of MPA networks largely overlook the qualitative elements of equity in management and how MPA networks are integrated into the wider landscape and seascape. Additionally important social and economic attributes are seldom measured in MPA networks performance evaluations. Assessment of MPA network performance using a more suitable and balanced suite of indicators will be key to ensure that MPA networks can help protect marine ecosystems more effectively.
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